This paper evaluates a state-space methodology of a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) control strategy using a two-by-two tightly coupled scenario applied to a physical gas turbine hybrid power system. A centralized MIMO controller was preferred compared to a decentralized control approach because previous simulation studies showed that the coupling effect identified during the simultaneous control of the turbine speed and cathode airflow was better minimized. The MIMO controller was developed using a state-space dynamic model of the system that was derived using first-order transfer functions empirically implemented through experimental tests. The controller performance was evaluated in terms of disturbance rejection through perturbations in the gas turbine operation, and set-point tracking maneuver through turbine speed and cathode airflow steps. The experimental results illustrate that a multi-coordination control strategy was able to mitigate the coupling of each actuator to each output during the simultaneous control of the system, and improved the overall system performance during transient conditions. On the other hand, the controller showed different performance during validation in simulation environment compared to validation in the physical facility, which will require a better dynamic modeling of the system for the implementation of future multivariable control strategies.
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Power Systems AQ3 21 22 This paper evaluates a state-space methodology of a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) control strategy using a 2 Â 2 tightly coupled scenario applied to a physical gas turbine fuel cell hybrid power system. A centralized MIMO controller was preferred compared to a decentralized control approach because previous simulation studies showed that the coupling effect identified during the simultaneous control of the turbine speed and cathode airflow was better minimized. The MIMO controller was developed using a statespace dynamic model of the system that was derived using first-order transfer functions empirically obtained through experimental tests. The controller performance was evaluated in terms of disturbance rejection through perturbations in the gas turbine operation, and set-point tracking maneuver through turbine speed and cathode airflow steps.
The experimental results illustrate that a multicoordination control strategy was able to mitigate the coupling of each actuator to each output during the simultaneous control of the system, and improved the overall system performance during transient conditions. On the other hand, the controller showed different performance during validation in simulation environment compared to validation in the physical facility, which will require a better dynamic modeling of the system for the implementation of future multivariable control strategies.
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AQ5
The combination of heat and power in a fuel cell-gas turbine 26 hybrid cycle provides high theoretical efficiency [1, 2] . In particu-27 lar, the ability to recover extra heat produced by the fuel cell into 28 a gas turbine cycle reduces fuel required in the gas turbine system 29 [3, 4] . This provides a strong benefit in terms of emissions and fuel 30 cost. Figure 1 shows a fuel cell-gas turbine hybrid layout, where a 31 fuel cell may ideally replace the combustor of a typical Brayton 32 cycle. 33 One of the primary barriers to commercializing these fuel 34 cell-gas turbine hybrid systems is the simultaneous control of the 35 various parameters that affect the performance of the cycle [5] [6] [7] . 36 For instance, within a fuel cell-gas turbine hybrid, a minor devia-37 tion in the turbine speed affects the airflow to the cathode of a fuel 38 cell, which affects the generation of the fuel cell waste heat that 39 drives the gas turbine. Although several other parameters affect 40 the fuel cell/turbine performance, the multivariable control strat-41 egy developed here was reduced to simultaneously control the tur-42 bine speed and the cathode airflow because they were both 43 considered the two most critical parameters in the system. 44 In general, depending on the level of coupling/decoupling 45 effect existing in the system, multiple parameters can be con-46 trolled using decentralized or centralized architectures [8] [9] [10] . In 47 this work, a centralized methodology was chosen because in pre-48 vious studies, Tsai et al. [11] showed that in such a hybrid config-49 uration, a centralized multi-input multi-output (MIMO) controller 50 was more beneficial in the control of the cross-coupling effect. In 51 those simulations, single-input single-output controllers were 52 evaluated against a centralized architecture, and it was found that 53 process instabilities can occur during the simultaneous operation 54 of the actuators when independent controllers were used, rather a 55 centralized approach had to be adopted. 56 Thus, an experimental validation on the physical plant of a cen-57 tralized state-space controller is the primary motivation for this 58 work. In particular, the purpose of the study was not an optimiza-59 tion of the state-space controller, but aimed to evaluate the mini- Results show that a centralized architecture is able to mitigate 79 the coupling effect existing in a 2 Â 2 control scenario, but differ-80 ent performances are shown during the validation of the MIMO 81 controller between the simulation environment and the physical 82 system. Although linear first-order transfer functions matched the 83 dynamic response using single-input perturbations to the physical 84 system, the simultaneous operation of the actuators can create 85 behaviors that cannot be captured using simple first-order models. 86 In the physical process, the coupling can be strong enough such 87 that better models are required for the development and valida-88 tions of future control strategies. 89 2 Background 90 Many studies have been performed to evaluate the most 91 adequate control architecture for fuel cell systems in general 92 [12] [13] [14] [15] . In particular, the need of controlling multiple parameters 93 on these systems focused the attention on the evaluations of 94 decentralized and centralized control diagrams [16] [17] [18] . Gener-95 ally, the development and validation of those strategies was per-96 formed in simulation environment using high detailed nonlinear 97 models and/or linear polynomial input-output transfer functions 98 [19, 20] . Overall, it was shown that a centralized MIMO controller 99 ensured better performance rather than single-input single-output 100 control loops because of the capability on rejecting the coupling 101 effect when disturbances affected the operability of the system. 102 For instance, Mueller et al. quantified the performance of a cen-103 tralized linear quadratic regulator in rejecting fuel and ambient 104 temperature disturbances compared with a previously developed 105 decentralized controller [20] . The development and validation of 106 those control strategies were based on a high detailed nonlinear 107 dynamic model implemented through mass and energy conserva-108 tion principles, heat transfer calculations, and off-design compres-109 sor and turbine maps [19] . 110 Generally, in order to develop multivariable centralized control 111 strategies using high detailed nonlinear dynamic models, a lineari-112 zation around an operating point is performed. Also, the number of 113 states generated by the differential equations is minimized to 114 reduce the complexity during the control strategy implementation. 115 Using this approach, Fardadi et al. developed a centralized control 116 strategy of a physical-based dynamic model of a single co-flow 117 solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) to regulate a distributed temperature 118 profile and manage actuator interactions [21] . The centralized con-119 troller was designed using a robust methodology and results 120 showed small and smooth monotonic temperature response to 121 rapid and large load perturbations that reduced thermal stresses to 122 the fuel cell material. In contrast, Pohjoranta et al. used empirical 123 models directly identified from experimental data to implement a 124 centralized MIMO advanced control strategy to regulate the SOFC 125 stack temperature in a stand-alone configuration [22] . Empirical 126 transfer functions were chosen to avoid the extensive part of physi-127 cal modeling and/or model simplification for the development of 128 the control strategy. Results were compared against a traditional 129 single-input single-output controller, and showed that the need for 130 a centralized control method increases especially when several 131 stacks are built in a large SOFC systems. In such multistack sys-132 tems, it was impractical to implement an optimal compensation by 133 giving set-points to individual stack load controllers while a cen-134 tralized control does this automatically. 135 Similarly, Bhattacharyya and Rengaswamy used empirical non-136 linear transfer functions to evaluate a centralized nonlinear 137 MIMO controller against a single-input single-output controller 138 [23] . The identification process was based on a detailed isothermal 139 dynamic model of a stand-alone fuel cell that was validated with 140 industrial data. Results showed that a well-tuned single-input 141 single-output controller poorly performed because of the highly [25] . The more evident coupling effect of cathode 179 airflow control using the cold-air bypass was preferred because 180 provided a substantial benefit in terms of system operability 181 [26, 27] . On the other hand, the electric load was used to control 182 the turbine speed. In general, the electric load is not an actuator 183 that adjusts the turbine speed under perturbation, but is an inde-184 pendent variable that changes with the external demand of electri-185 cal power. However, controlling the turbine speed using the 186 electric load was able to examine the shaft power required to keep 187 the turbine speed constant, and to evaluate the relationship 188 between the turbine and the power generator for distributed 189 applications. The following sections AQ6 provide an overview of the mathemati-220 cal procedure that was used to design the multivariable controller, 221 and the derivation of the MIMO for the Hyper system. Design. The dynamic cross-coupling interactions among a gas 224 turbine, a fuel cell stack, heat exchangers, and combustors in this 225 fuel cell gas turbine hybrid system makes the use of first principle 226 models for the design of real-time control strategies impractical 227 [28, 29] . Because of this, the dynamic characterization of each 228 input/output transient was quantified through empirical transfer 229 functions experimentally derived from the physical process. Thus, 230 unit steps were used to derive first-order plus delay time (FOPDT) 231 transfer functions through experimental tests in the physical sys-232 tem before implementing the MIMO controller [30] . The FOPDT 233 approach reduces the computational burden by catching the domi-234 nant plant dynamics just using a simple pole. Specifically, the 235 gain represents the output variation related to a step change of an 236 actuator, k ¼ Dy/Du. The time delay h is the dead time of the out-237 put when no significant variation is verified after a change in the 238 input. Finally, the pole location determines how fast the output 239 reaches the new set-point; s is defined as the time constant at 63% 240 of Dy. The following equation is a common approximation of the 241 FOPDT model:
242 243 Here, each input-output relationship was characterized by Eq. (1) 244 and then assembled into a matrix transfer function Once the matrix transfer 291 function was converted into the state-space representation, a sta-292 bility analysis of the state matrix (A) was conducted. The stability 293 concept is referred to an equilibrium point, that mathematical 294 point in which the state variables remain indefinitely in a function 295 of the time. A generic input/output system is defined "simply 296 stable" if the deviation between the actual state and the equilib-297 rium state is less than an infinitesimal e at the initial condition, 298 and remains in the neighborhood of the equilibrium with increas-299 ing time to infinity and under perturbations. Whereas the system 300 is "asymptotically stable" if the same deviation lies in the neigh-301 borhood of the equilibrium at the initial condition (it is stable) and 302 decays to the equilibrium position with increasing time to infinity. 303 In the state-space representation, the A matrix and the Laplace 304 variable (s) are taken into account to analyze the stability, and Eq. 305 (6) 323 there are states in the model that cannot be modified by any con-324 trol design. It is a system algebraic concept that is only important 325 for controller computations and realizations. The controllability of 326 the state-space model is neither a necessary nor a sufficient 327 condition for a system to be controllable in a practicable sense 328 (input-output controllability). This is only a practical concern if 329 the associated model is mathematically unstable and there are 330 uncontrollable states that cannot stabilize the system. The most 331 common definition used for testing the state controllability analy-332 sis is based on the pair of (A, B) matrices analysis In terms of control 338 performance, zero steady-state error is an important requirement 339 not only for disturbance rejection but also for reference tracking. 340 In general, the reference input considered can include steps, 341 ramps, and other persistent signals, such as sinusoids. For a step 342 input, it is known that zero steady-state tracking errors can be 343 achieved with a type-one system [32, 33] . This idea is formalized 344 by introducing an "internal model" of the reference input in the 345 controller as shown in Fig. 3 in order to include an integrator in 346 the feed-forward path between the error comparator and the plant. 347 The set of gains identified as K c and K i in Fig. 3 provides the 348 state feedback control action and the integral control action, 349 respectively. Specifically, K i is required to ensure zero error at 350 steady-state when a step disturbance or a step reference is applied, 351 and can be designed by performing an augmentation of the state 352 vector as formalized in the internal model control (IMC) concept 353 [33] . The design of a controller begins to enable the tracking of a 354 step reference input with zero steady-state error. In this case, the 355 reference input is generated by r ¼ x r; _ x r ¼ 0 or equivalently _ r ¼ 0, and the tracking error is defined as e ¼ y À r, or taking the 
360 361
The A, B, and C matrices in Eq. (9) are the states, inputs, and out-362 puts matrices of the original state-space formulation of Eq. (5). 363 Hence, the feedback control law that is commonly defined as u t ð Þ¢ À K Á xðtÞ becomes u a t ð Þ¢ À K Á x a t ð Þ; in which the state 364 vector augmentation yields u a ¼ ÀK i Á e À K c Á x. Since the con-365 trol input in the augmented state-space formulation was defined as u a ¢ _ u; it can be found by integrating u a
366 367
The corresponding block diagram that includes an internal model, 368 which is basically an integrator of the reference step inputs, is 369 shown in Fig. 3 . Transactions of the ASME 395 represent compensation in the control action that is proportional 396 to those states that shows a coupling effect in the system. 397 Such a compensation provides a "communicative effect" or 398 "anticipation" factor in the control action, which diminishes the 399 influence that adjacent actuators have on each state or output dur-400 ing simultaneous control. The communicative effect for the con-401 trol problem designed in this work is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
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Such an 402 approach was similar to what Tsai et al. mentioned in a previous 403 simulation study [11] . 404 The controller design was performed through the "place" func-405 tion available in MATLAB. The states matrix (A), the inputs matrix 406 (B), and the desired pole locations need to be specified in order to 407 compute a controller (K) matrix. The desired pole locations were 408 developed by computing the damping factor and the natural fre-409 quency in the step response of the desired characteristic equation, 410 or in other words by determining the coefficient in Eq. (11) . The 411 controller response was quantified by evaluating the settling time 412 of the step response applied to the desired characteristic equation 413 in the Simulink environment. Finally, a closed-loop stability anal-414 ysis was performed using Eq. (7) . 472 in the physical process [34] . Thus, the state-space plant model of 473 the system generated by the matrix transfer function of Eq. (13) is 514 Eq. (18) was composed by two rows and four columns. The first 515 row of gains was associated with the turbine speed-electric load 516 control loop, whereas the second row of gains was associated with 517 the cold-air bypass-cathode airflow control loop. Considering the 518 individual items in the K matrix, k 11 represented the integral gain 519 and k 13 the proportional gain for the turbine speed-electric load 520 control loop, whereas k 22 and k 24 represented the integral gain and 521 the proportional gain for the cold-air bypass-cathode airflow con-522 trol loop. Since a turbine speed change affected the cathode air-523 flow almost instantaneously, k 23 provided an additional benefit to 524 the control action of the cold-air bypass valve, which yielded an 525 instantaneous change in the cathode airflow as soon as a perturba-526 tion in the turbine speed occurred. Similarly, k 14 provided an addi-527 tional benefit to the electric load command when the cold-air 528 bypass valve modulated the cathode airflow and affected the tur-529 bine speed. On the other hand, k 12 was not included in the archi-530 tecture because an additional compensation in the electric load 531 command based on the integral action of the cathode airflow con-532 trol loop would only have increased the oscillation in the process. 533 Integral actions are very important to keep zero steady-state dif-534 ference but creates undesirable windup because accumulates the 535 error between the reference value and the feedback measurement 536 over time. Similarly, k 21 was not included because an additional 537 compensation on the cold-air bypass valve control command 538 based on the integral action of the turbine speed control loop 539 would have increased the oscillation in the process as well. Figure  540 4 presents the control architecture with the communicative effect 541 involved. 542 Different set of gains were designed before testing the MIMO 543 control strategy on the hardware system. Equation (20) shows the 544 K matrix using a critically damped design, in which the damping 545 factor and the natural frequency were set equal to 1 and produced 546 548 549 A simulation of the MIMO controller in MATLAB SIMULINK showed 550 an excessive response that could not be applied to the hardware 551 system. The excessive magnitude of this set of gains showed a 552 rate of actuation that could be detrimental for the real system. 553 Thus, the response of the desired characteristic equation was 554 reduced to an over-damped design, and in particular the natural 555 frequency was change from 1 to 0.5. A step response of the 556 desired characteristic equation using this second set of gains pro-557 duced a settling time equal to 20 s. However, the magnitude of the 558 integral gain (k 21 ) still yielded an excessive response that could 559 not be applied to the physical system. So, a third set of gains was 560 designed by further reducing the over-damped response of the 561 desired characteristic equation. Similarly, the damping factor was 562 kept equal to 1, but the natural frequency was reduced to 0.3, and 563 the step response of the desired characteristic equation for this 564 new design produced a settling time equal to 40 s. Equation (21) 565 shows the controller parameters that were experimentally tested to 566 the hardware system K ¼ À0:37 0:02 À1:43 À0:16 0:05 À0:06 À0:26 À0:6 !
As shown in Eqs. (20) and (21), the main feature of a centralized 567 tuning at least using the place function available in MATLAB CON-568 TROL SYSTEM TOOLBOX is that changing a single parameter during 569 the design process to increase or reduce the controller response, 570 even for a single control loop, affects the overall matrix of gains. The comparison between the simulated and the experimental 671 results presented in Fig. 7 shows significant differences in the per-672 formance of the controller. For instance, the simulated trend con-673 firms that the overdamped tuning was an adequate design because Fig. 7 . A first-order model generally lacks underdamped 694 dynamics. 695 Furthermore, Fig. 7 shows that the gains k 13 Transactions of the ASME 719 6.1.2 Experiment 1-Test 2: Fuel Valve Disturbance Rejec-720 tion or Fuel Cell Load Transient. In this experiment, the fuel cell 721 was still electrochemically inactive and so a change in the fuel 722 flow of the gas turbine combustor was used to simulate a hypo-723 thetical fuel cell waste heat variation. Similarly to the previous 724 case, in the results shown in Fig. 8 , the turbine was still controlled 725 through the single-input single-output load-based speed controller 726 designed using the gains k 11 and k 13 (Eq. (21)). In other words, the 727 cathode airflow was intentionally left in open loop to evaluate the 728 coupling effect under heat perturbations performed through fuel 729 flow variations. 730 As an example of the magnitude of change, an off-line fuel cell 731 simulation was performed to quantify the heat variation presented 732 in Fig. 8 In this case, the difference between the simulation and experi-784 mental performance was more significant compared to the previ-785 ous tests especially, in the automation of the valve that handles Transactions of the ASME 811 test. Such a coupling is primarily due to the action of the cold-air 812 bypass valve that reduces the turbine inlet temperature bypassing 813 cold airflow from compressor discharge to the turbine inlet. 814 6.3 Simultaneous Control of Actuators. Once the perform-815 ance of each control loop was individually validated, the multi-816 variable control strategy with the communicative effect presented 817 in Fig. 4 was simultaneously connected to the hardware system. 818 Considering the test matrix of Table 1 , all of three tests in the third 819 experiment were experimentally performed. 820 6.3.1 Experiment 3-Test 1: Turbine Speed Set-Point Track-821 ing Maneuver. Figure 10 presents a turbine speed setpoint track-822 ing maneuver equal to 1.2% of the full range of operation during a 823 simultaneous control of actuators. This test was considered impor-824 tant to quantify the coupling effect on the cathode airflow when 825 the turbine speed changes, and simultaneously, the cold-air bypass 826 controls the cathode airflow. 827 Similarly to the single-input single-output case, the multivari-828 able control strategy presented in Fig. 10 shows different perform-829 ance between the simulation and the experimental test. The 830 simulated response was characterized by an overall overdamped 831 behavior for both actuators, as properly defined in the design pro-832 cess. On the other hand, the experimental response presented an 833 underdamped behavior in the operation of the turbine and a more 834 pronounced overdamped behavior in the response of the cold-air 835 bypass valve to reject the coupling on the cathode airflow 836 compared to the simulation trend. As previously described, such 837 inconsistency was due the mathematical model of the system that 838 was used to design the response of the control strategy. In other Fig. 7 (experiment 1, test 1) . 860 The maximum rate of change of this actuator was only equal to 861 0.14% for a single time-step (80 ms). The fuel cell would be able Fig. 8, Fig . 869 11 presents a fuel valve step perturbation that reproduces a waste 870 heat variation due to an increase of a hypothetical fuel cell load 871 change, but during a simultaneous control of actuators. 872 As well as for the single-input single-output case, the signifi-873 cant variation of thermal energy (200 kW th ) that affected the tur-874 bine speed operation was properly handled by the electric load. 875 The controller provided a change of 18.5 kW in about 4.08 s, and 876 the maximum rate of change was 1 kW in a single time-step (80 877 ms). Similarly to the previous case, the quick response and the 878 pronounced rejection capability on the turbine speed provided the 879 most important benefit on the minimization of the coupling on the 880 cathode airflow. Indeed, a deviation of just 300 rpm affected the 881 turbine speed when the heat perturbation was applied, and the air-882 flow was kept steady during such a transient. 883 Compared to Fig. 9 , the cathode airflow did not present steady-884 state difference because it was controlled by the cold-air bypass 885 valve, but presented a similar oscillation when the fuel flow per-886 turbation was applied. Even in this case, the over-damped design 887 limited the rejection of the coupling effect on the cathode airflow. 888 The maximum rate of change of the cold-air bypass valve was 889 only equal to 0.1% for a single time-step (80 ms). The coupling 890 effect of a hypothetical fuel cell load perturbation on the cathode 891 airflow is just 0.03 kg/s, and the fuel cell would be able to tolerate 892 this oscillation. If the fuel cell had been electrochemically active, 893 the oscillation in the cathode airflow would have affected the tur-894 bine speed even more, due to the self-propagated effect existing in 895 the hybrid configuration. However, the turbine speed controller 896 responded pretty quickly, and this confirms that constant turbine 897 speed operation, or an excellent rejection capability for turbine 898 speed perturbations, minimized the coupling effect on the cathode 899 airflow. 900 As well as for the single-input single-output case, a larger devi-901 ation in the turbine speed and a more consistent electric load 902 change were shown in the experimental test compared to the sim-903 ulation results. In this case, such inconsistency does not affect sig-904 nificantly the controller performance, but still presents the need 905 for a better quantification of the dynamic response in the modeling 906 of the system and during the design of the controller. Transactions of the ASME 918 and reduced the electric load from 40.5 kW down to 33.5 kW to 919 keep the turbine speed constant. The maximum rate of change for 920 the cold-air bypass valve was equal to 0.6% in a single time-step 921 (80 ms), and for the electric load command to maintain the turbine 922 speed constant was 0.5 kW. However, a few spikes showed in 923 dashed circles in Fig. 12 affected the turbine speed around nomi-924 nal conditions. A robust design in future work could be preferable 925 to avoid detrimental instabilities on the turbine shaft. 926 Similarly to the single-input single-output case, the multivari-927 able control strategy presented the same limitation in the compari-928 son between the simulation and experimental results. For instance, 929 the simulated response of the cold-air bypass valve showed a 930 more reactive behavior that provided an accurate tracking of the 931 airflow set-point change. On the other hand, the physical actuator 932 has a slower response that affected the airflow tracking due to an 933 inaccuracy in the model of the valve. 934 7 Summary and Conclusions 935 This paper showed an experimental evaluation of a 2 Â 2 multi-936 variable control strategy applied to a gas turbine recuperated cycle 937 designed for a fuel cell/gas turbine hybrid concept. State-space 938 methodology was used to quantify the dynamic performance of 939 the physical plant. In this scenario, the fuel cell was electrochemi-940 cal inactive, but the control of the physical hybrid plant was still a 941 challenge due to the large size of the compressor plenum volume, 942 which represents the cathode and anode pressure drop in the 943 hybrid configuration. In the experiments, the electric load was 944 used to control the turbine in order to evaluate the relationship 945 between the speed and the power generator, whereas the cathode 946 airflow was controlled using the cold-air bypass valve, which 947 showed a strong coupling on the turbine speed. The control strat- included in the state-space representation to identify a larger range 1003 of frequencies in the system, and to more precisely quantify the 1004 time delay as time steps of delay [35] .
AQ13
Optimal control tuning, 1005 robust and adaptable design of novel control strategies will be 1006 also compared to this baseline control problem [36] . 
